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2Contents 2Introduction
T-Cross Style model shown with optional R-Line Package.

It’s not often that a car comes along offering the perfect mix of style, 
practicality and downright fun. Volkswagen’s new T-Cross is that car 
– a funky and playful SUV that looks compact on the outside, but 
which is bursting with character and features on the inside.

The T-Cross has been designed from the ground up to suit your 
lifestyle, no matter whether you select the Life or Style model grades. 
Cheeky styling, versatility and individuality set the T-Cross apart, as 
does its focus on pure driver enjoyment.

Effortless performance begins with the T-Cross’s TSI engine, which 
produces 85kW of power and 200Nm of torque. That impressive 
torque output means you’ll always have plenty of acceleration on tap 
for overtaking manoeuvres or for negotiating everyday traffic. What’s 
more, the T-Cross’s amazing fuel efficiency means you’ll get around 
town with only occasional stops for fuel.

Practicality is a given when you drive the T-Cross. Not only does the 
cabin feel exceedingly spacious and light for a vehicle this size, clever 
touches abound such as large driver and passenger door storage 
compartments and a drop-down rear bench for added boot space. 
Compact it may be, but you’ll never be stuck for room to carry a full 
load of shopping or luggage for a weekend away.

Good things come in small packages. And the T-Cross offers plenty  
of proof.

T-Cross
You'll just want one



Golf R model shown.

Exterior

Few cars can brighten your day like the new T-Cross. Funky and fun, it’s just as suited to a 
spontaneous trip to the beach as it is a weekend away with friends. Setting it apart from 
other vehicles on the road is its combination of playful styling and urban attitude in a slick 
package designed to engage every one of your senses. Here is a car with the rugged design of 
an SUV, but compact and versatile enough to make every drive a blast.

Both the Life and Style model grades are genuine head-turners, but there are subtle design 
differences that set one apart from the other. While the Life model grade has stylish, black 
16” Rochester alloy wheels and black roof rails, the Style model grade receives 17” Bangalore 
alloy wheels, plus chrome roof rails and other exterior highlights.

A distinctive new design feature in the T-Cross is an appealing horizontal bar that runs across 
the tailgate and connects the rear LED lights. A black rear spoiler adds a dash of flair, while 
flared wheel arches and strong body contours down the length of the T-Cross show the 
wheels off to their best effect.

Lighting the road ahead with bright and penetrating beams are the T-Cross’s LED headlights 
(available in the Style Model only) that sit either side of a black grille with chrome strip and 
Volkswagen roundel. Rounded fog lights in both model grades ensure you’ll always have the 
best of visibility in gloomy conditions, with static cornering lights perfect for lighting the path 
around city corners.
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01  Large tailgate opening,  
   access to large luggage area

02  LED tail lights, reflector  
 panel

03  LED headlights (Style model  
 only) with integrated LED  
 daytime driving lights
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Interior

The Volkswagen T-Cross may look compact, but you’ll be amazed at the amount of space 
inside the cabin and by how comfortable you’ll feel.

Every attention has been made to making the driver feel at one with the vehicle, from the 
touch of the leather 3-spoke multi-function steering wheel through to the impressively 
modern dashboard layout and supportive front seats with lumbar and height adjustment.

The Multi-Function Display in the T-Cross places crystal-clear driving information right in 
the driver’s field of vision. Touchpoints throughout the cabin, such as the gearstick, 
temperature controls and window controls, are all within easy reach and are a delight  
to use.

Aesthetics and versatility go hand in hand with the T-Cross. Matching seat trim and 
dashboard décor convey a sense of cohesion and integrated design. And convenient 
features abound, such as the auto-dimming rear-view mirror and storage compartments in 
the front and rear doors that are large enough to accommodate large bottles.

Exceptional space continues from the front through to the boot. The T-Cross’s rear seat is 
capable of sliding up to 14cm, which means generous legroom for even tall passengers 
and the ability to maximise boot space to accommodate large and bulky luggage items. By 
lowering the 60:40 split/folding rear seat backrest, boot space in the T-Cross can be 
increased to truly enormous proportions.

You can take driver enjoyment up a notch with a number of subtle but undeniably cool 
features found in the Style model grade. These include ambient lighting on the dashboard, 
steering wheel gearshift paddles for fast up- and down-shifting, Comfort Sport front seats 
and carpet mats.

Outstanding space, maximum comfort and Volkswagen’s customary range of driver and 
passenger conveniences make the T-Cross the perfect choice for every need.
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01 Optional Sound & Vision package

02 Style interior



Interior 6
Style shown with optional Sound & Vision and R-Line package.



Safety and Technology

Every drive in the new T-Cross is a pleasure thanks to its stellar array of technological 
innovation. At the same time, the vehicle’s suite of safety features combine to provide 
exceptional protection for driver and passengers alike.

Clever technology is at your fingertips with Volkswagen’s 8” Composition Media 
infotainment system, a Wireless Charging tray for convenient charging of 
smartphones, plus four USB ports. Other technology, such as rain-sensing wipers, 
Keyless Access (in the Style model grade) and power folding door mirrors (Style model 
grade) make life’s little hassles that much easier. 

An extensive range of active and safety features are included in every Volkswagen – 
and the T-Cross is no exception. Under the name IQ.DRIVE, Volkswagen has bundled 
together its suite of driver assistance aids with a view to reaching its goal of truly 
autonomous driving.

Volkswagen has already taken great strides towards this through technology such as 
Adaptive Cruise Control* (available in the Style Model Grade or with the optional Driver 
Assistance Package in the Life model grade), by using radar and a camera to maintain a 
vehicle’s position within its lane (Lane Assist)* and through use of innovative 
technology to recognise fatigue on the part of the driver (Driver Fatigue Detection)*.

Other technology in the T-Cross is incredibly useful for everyday city driving, whether 
to help avoid everyday bumps and scratches, or to reduce the likelihood of a collision 
with another road user when they enter the vehicle’s path.

Front Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB)*, Pedestrian and Cyclist Monitoring*, 
Manoeuvre Braking and Park Assist* (Available in the Style model grade) are all 
evidence of Volkswagen’s ability to harness technological innovation to ensure the 
best in convenience and safety.
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*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. ~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service,  
and connection cable (sold separately). 

01 App-Connect~ featuring Apple CarPlay®

02 Centre console with wireless charging

03 Blind Spot Monitor*



Optional Packages

Choose to be different with a range of optional packages for the Volkswagen T-Cross that 
are the perfect fit for your lifestyle.

For an unrivalled entertainment experience, it’s hard to go past the Sound & Vision 
Package, available in both the Life and Style model grades. The package puts you in charge 
of a fully customisable Digital Cockpit that offers all the essential driving information you 
need via a full colour, high-definition display screen.

Of course, an infotainment system as good as the Discover Media navigation system 
needs a premium speaker experience, which is why the Sound & Vision Package comes 
complete with the seriously impressive 300W beats™ premium audio system. Audiophiles 
will love listening to their favourite playlist every time they get behind the wheel.

Standing out from the pack is easy when you select the optional R-Line Package (Style 
model grade only). Sporty exterior styling additions include large 18” Nevada alloy wheels, 
R-Line logos on the radiator grille and front wheel guard, and a distinctive lower air intake 
and rear diffuser. Dark tinted rear and rear side window glass add further R-Line impact, as 
does the interior with its racing-themed extras. ‘Race’ decorative dashboard panelling, 
‘Carbon Flag’ sports cloth and microfibre upholstery, leather multi-function sports 
steering wheel and aluminium pedals combine to offer an immersive and thrilling driving 
experience.

For the ultimate in driver protection and comfort, Volkswagen’s optional Driver Assistance 
Package (Life model grade only) takes the T-Cross’ already outstanding safety features and 
raises the bar.

Technology such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, Blind Spot Monitor* with Rear Alert*, 
Park Assist*, Proactive Occupant Protection System and power folding door mirrors 
combine to provide exceptional convenience for vehicle occupants.
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01 Optional Sound & Vision package shown

02 Optional 18" Nevada alloy wheels 

03 Optional R-Line package shown

8Optional Packages
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.



Energetic Orange Reflex Silver

Limestone Grey Deep Black Pearl

Dark Petrol* Makena Turquoise

Pure White Reef Blue

Colours & Upholstery

Vibrant paint finishes and alluring seat 
upholstery mean you can express 
yourself like never before. Choose 
between striking Pure White and Dark 
Petrol paint finishes as standard or, for 
a small additional cost, select from a 
range of metallic colours such as 
Makena Turquoise, Reflex Silver, 
Energetic Orange, Limestone Grey and 
Reef Blue. Deep Black pearl effect paint 
is an additional colour that is sure to 
turn heads.

Choose the T-Cross Life model grade 
and receive comfortable black-grey 
comfort cloth seat upholstery, with 
black-brown comfort sport cloth seat 
upholstery available in the Style model 
grade. For added impact, choose the 
Style model grade’s R-Line Package 
and receive black ‘Carbon Flag’ sports 
cloth and microfibre upholstery.

Please note that metallic and pearl effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours. 
Please contact your Volkswagen Dealer for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.
*Dark Petrol is not available in combination with the optional R-Line package.



R-Line Carbon Flag sports cloth and microfibre upholstery shown.
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For a comprehensive list of features and specifications, please refer to www.volkswagen.com.au 
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. 
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data  
service, and connection cable (sold separately).

Specification Highlights

85TSI Style Specification highlights in addition to 85TSI Life85TSI Life
1.0L TSI 85kW  1.0L TSI 85kW

• 16” alloy wheels
• Front Assist with City Emergency Brake, Pedestrian and Cyclist Monitoring*
• Lane Assist and Driver Fatigue Detection*
• Multi-Function Display (MFD Plus)
• Leather multi-function steering wheel
• Cruise control
• Height and lumbar adjust for front seats
• Front centre armrest
• Air conditioning (manual control)
• App-Connect~, wireless charging and 4 USB ports
• 8“ Composition Media with 6 speakers
• Rear View Camera (RVC)*
• Parking sensors with Manoeuvre Braking*
• Front fog lights
• Automatically dimming rear-view mirror
• Automatic headlight function
• Rain sensing windscreen wipers
• Low tyre pressure indicator

• 17” alloy wheels
• Dual zone climate control air conditioning
• LED headlights
• Light Assist, automatic high beam function
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
• Blind spot monitor with Rear Traffic Alert*
• Proactive occupant protection system
• Keyless Access
• Electrically folding door mirrors
• Steering wheel gearshift paddles
• Park Assist*
• Comfort sport front seats
• LED interior ambient lighting
• Carpet mats in front and rear
• Chrome roof rails

Optional Sound & Vision package 
Digital Cockpit, Discover Media navigation system, beats™ premium audio system

Optional Driver Assistance package*
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Traffic Alert, Park Assist, 

power folding door mirrors and proactive occupant protection system

Optional R-Line package 
R-Line interior and exterior styling, 18” alloy wheels and dark tinted rear  

window glass

Optional Metallic and Pearl Effect paint finishes

7 Speed DSG

For more information on features and specifications, please download the specification sheets available at www.volkswagen.com.au.



T-Cross Style Model shown.
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Your Volkswagen Dealer.

Important information
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade
mark of Google Inc. MirrorLink® is a registered trade mark of Car Connectivity Consortium LLC.

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) of  
24 Muir Road Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at May 2020, for Model Year 2020 
and are subject to change without notice or obligation. All information is this specification
sheet is correct at the time of publication, however variations may occur from time to time
and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a
result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this brochure sheet. Authorised
Volkswagen Dealers will provide up-to-date information on model application, design feature,
prices, and availability on request.


